My name is Brian Callaci. I am Chief Economist at the Open Markets Institute. I want to thank Chairman Cicilline, Ranking Member Buck, and the other members of the Subcommittee for the opportunity to participate in this hearing.

Many of the issues we’re discussing today are as old as the capitalist system itself. In 1776, Adam Smith wrote about employers and workers:

> It is not…difficult to foresee which of the two parties must, upon all ordinary occasions, have the advantage in the dispute, and force the other into a compliance with their terms. The masters, being fewer in number, can combine much more easily; and the law, besides, authorizes, or at least does not prohibit their combinations, while it prohibits those of the workmen. We have no acts of parliament against combining to lower the price of work; but many against combining to raise it.¹

Smith expressed two ideas in this passage. First, he stated the common-sense fact that employers have power over workers. If you’ve held a job, you know which side of the exchange holds the upper hand. It’s more burdensome for a worker to lose a job than for an employer to lose a single worker. When you get a job, it’s often a cause for celebration. When you lose a job, it can plunge an entire family into crisis. Second, after describing the baseline power imbalance, Smith blamed Parliament for putting its thumb on the already uneven scales on behalf of employers against workers.²

Since Adam Smith’s time, our laws have come to recognize the baseline level of employer power in the labor market. Congress made it more difficult for capital to combine against workers and consumers, starting with the 1890 Sherman Antitrust Act. Congress also recognized that the ability to collectively bargain was the best way for workers to gain fair wages in the face of employer power. Accordingly, Congress legislated labor exemptions to the Sherman Antitrust Act with the Clayton, Norris-LaGuardia, and National Labor Relations Acts, allowing workers to legally combine into unions. Congress also legislated specific labor protections to regulate wages and working conditions, including the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, and so on. The purpose of these laws was to balance out that power disparity and put workers on more equal footing.
However, over the past few decades, while attacks on unions and the declining value of the minimum wage have removed key countervailing forces to monopsony power, antitrust jurisprudence and policy have taken us a step backwards towards the conditions that so outraged Adam Smith centuries ago. In particular, antitrust has:

- Looked the other way as large corporations have consolidated buyer, or monopsony, power over both local labor markets and entire supply chains;
- Allowed employers to supercharge their power over employees through restrictive contracts like noncompete clauses, mandatory arbitration, and no-poaching agreements; and
- Facilitated large corporations’ efforts to deny their workers employment rights, by sanctioning the use of restrictive contracts to dominate non-employee independent contractors and small business owners, subjecting them to tight corporate control virtually equivalent to that of employees. This has led to the creation of a so-called “gig economy” of workers without rights, and of “fissured workplaces” where workers have some rights, but not against the company that really pulls the strings controlling their working conditions.

To return balance to the economy, Congress should act to make it harder for corporations to merge and abuse their dominant position, ban coercive contracts like noncompetes, expand the antitrust labor exemption to independent contractors, and close the loopholes allowing corporations avoid labor and employment obligations by substituting restrictive contracts for employment relationships.

1. **Monopsony**

Labor market concentration has increased since 1977. The majority of US labor markets are currently highly concentrated according to traditional antitrust criteria. The government’s Horizontal Merger Guidelines assess market concentration according to a number called the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), calculated as the sum of the squares of the market shares of each firm in the market. According to the guidelines, a market is “moderately concentrated” if the HHI is above 1,500, and “highly concentrated” if above 2,500. Recent research has found that the average labor market HHI in the US is 3,953, equivalent to just 2.5 firms hiring at equal market shares. Rural areas are especially likely to have highly concentrated labor markets.

High concentration is associated with lower wages for job postings and lower job quality. On average, a 10 percent increase in concentration is associated with a 0.3 percent to 1.3 percent decrease in wages. Labor market concentration is also associated with violations of labor rights. Unfortunately, antitrust enforcement has all but ignored the effects of decreases in competition on workers. No court has ever blocked a merger because of its effects on labor markets.

It’s not just direct employees who are affected by increasing concentration. Since 1981, concentration across economic sectors has increased. Horizontal concentration has increased the power of large buyers, like Walmart and Amazon, over supply chains. Buyer power not only
squeezes the profits of small businesses upstream from the large buyer, it also reduces the wages of workers at upstream suppliers.

In many instances monopsonistic wage suppression is associated with lower output and higher prices, and would be condemned under a consumer welfare standard. However, that is not always the case. In some cases monopsony leads to a reduction in labor’s share without shrinking the size of the overall pie. Antitrust enforcement should expand its focus beyond harm to consumers or output, to take into account effects on workers and suppliers as well.

2. Coercive Contracts Imposed on Employees

Not content with increased monopsony power over workers through concentration, or with decreased worker bargaining power through deunionization and the declining value of the minimum wage, employers have gone further and imposed restrictive contracts on workers that restrict their mobility, creating artificial monopsony power.

A particularly egregious example of these restrictive contracts is what is known as a noncompete clause. These contracts prevent workers from leaving their job for another employer in the same industry. In 2016, eighteen percent of workers were bound by noncompete clauses, and forty percent had been bound by one at some point in their careers. Only ten percent of employees actually negotiated over their noncompete, and one-third were presented with their noncompete after having already accepted their job offer.

These contracts suppress wages. A recent study found that an Oregon law making noncompetes unenforceable for hourly workers raised wages for all hourly workers—not just those subject to noncompetes—by two to three percent. Another, more comprehensive study found that stricter enforceability reduced earnings for female and for non-white workers by twice as much as for white male workers. The Open Markets Institute, along with over sixty signatories, has petitioned the Federal Trade Commission to ban these restrictive contracts.

In addition to noncompete clauses, companies impose other types of coercive contracts on workers, including mandatory arbitration agreements, which deny workers access to the courts for redress against their employers, and training repayment agreements, which prohibit workers from leaving their jobs until they have “repaid” their employer for job-training expenses.

3. Workplace Fissuring and Misclassification

In addition to imposing restrictive contracts on employees, businesses have also used restrictive contracts known as vertical restraints to dominate and control non-employee independent contractors and small businesses. Vertical restraints are contractual restrictions imposed by one business on another across levels of competition—for example, an oil company dictating the price an independent gas station franchisee charges for gasoline, or Amazon prescribing the routes and rates for its “independent” delivery companies. A key advantage of vertical restraints is that they allow corporations to maintain the same or nearly the same level of control they would have over direct employees, while avoiding the duties and responsibilities that legally correspond to employment.
Antitrust jurisprudence once condemned attempts by large corporations to control and dictate business decisions to non-employee independent contractors through contract. For example, in *Standard Oil Co. v. United States* in 1949 the Supreme Court, applying the Clayton Act, invalidated contracts between Standard Oil and gas stations that restricted the stations from purchasing and reselling the fuel of Standard Oil’s rivals. The protection of independent business autonomy was a major theme in vertical restraint cases of this era, as the courts sought to uphold the right of independent businesses to exercise effective independence. They recognized the inequality in common business relationships between distributors and manufacturers, gas station owners and oil companies, and delivery workers and newspapers, and the potential for economic coercion.

Beginning in 1977, the Supreme Court initiated a fundamental remaking of antitrust rules concerning vertical restraints. The Court relaxed antitrust restrictions on non-price vertical restraints and subsequently rules on price restraints. In *Continental T.V. Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc.*, the Court held that territorial and other non-price restraints would no longer be per se illegal, and would instead be evaluated under the rule of reason. The Court subsequently put vertical price restraints under the rule of reason as well. In *State Oil Co. v. Khan*, it overturned the per se rule for maximum vertical price fixing and ruled these contracts are subject to the rule of reason. In *Leegin Creative Leathers Products, Inc. v. PSKS, Inc.*, the rule of reason was extended to minimum vertical price fixing or resale price maintenance. In practice, the rule of reason, with its stringent requirements on showing market power and adverse consumer effects, has functioned as a rule of de facto legality.

The proliferation of vertical restraints today means that many small firms subject to them operate under contracts where their prices, most of their nonlabor input costs, and their methods of doing business are outside their control, and another, more powerful firm closely surveils their operations and even labor practices. These intrusive contract terms affect wages and working conditions. For example, when McDonald’s franchisees complained that franchisor control over their prices squeezed their profits, a franchisee reported that McDonald’s told her to “just pay your employees less.” Meanwhile two Amazon Delivery Service Partner (DSP) contractors in Portland, Oregon, shut down in June, complaining that Amazon did not allow them to raise wages high enough to attract workers.

Vertical restraints help employers distance themselves from workers by creating what the economist David Weil calls “fissured workplaces.” These are workplaces where the economic employer that actually controls wages and working conditions does not employ workers directly, but rather outsources employment to an intermediary like a franchisee or subcontractor. For example, local delivery drivers for Amazon DSPs deliver Amazon packages in Amazon-branded cargo vans along Amazon-dictated routes, at Amazon-dictated rates, surveilled by Amazon’s GPS and AI-enabled cameras, with everything down to the drivers’ fingernail grooming dictated by Amazon. And yet Amazon has none of the legal responsibilities of an employer. Rather, the drivers’ employer—on paper at least—is an “independent” trucking company operating under an exclusive contract with Amazon. Amazon is even able to ensure these drivers remain non-union through a contractual mandate that they be at-will employees. If the workers unionize Amazon
can terminate the contract and find a new contractor—much easier than fighting a union campaign itself.\textsuperscript{32}

At the extreme of the fissured workplace are so-called “gig economy” firms like Uber or DoorDash, which control workers through vertical contracts, sophisticated algorithmic management, and digital surveillance methods. Despite this intense control, these companies claim that each worker is not an employee, but actually an entrepreneur running an independent business. These workers lack all employment rights, and risk treble-damage antitrust prosecutions if they try to unionize.

Workers and unions recognized the game being played with restrictive vertical restraints early on. A representative from the International Brotherhood of Teamsters told a congressional subcommittee in 1963 that oil companies were using vertical restraints to create a loophole between antitrust and labor laws. He alleged that oil companies classified franchised retail dealers as independent contractors, denying them collective bargaining rights, while at the same time using vertical restraints to reduce dealers to the functional status of employees.\textsuperscript{33} To dealers, franchisees, and independent contractors, vertical restraints functioned as a kind of “legal arbitrage” that put them outside the protection of the laws that should have protected them.\textsuperscript{34}

\section*{4. Policy Recommendations}

While antitrust prosecutions of monopolists have ground to a virtual halt, antitrust agencies have vigorously pursued independent contractors and self-employed workers for attempts at collective action.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, in recent years, the antitrust agencies have interpreted antitrust laws in ways that exacerbated the control-without-responsibility problem of vertical restraints and workplace fissuring. For example, the Department of Justice endorsed legal standards that would empower corporate franchisors to collude against employees at their franchised locations, arguing that “no-poaching arrangements” should be judged under the rule of reason rather than banned outright.\textsuperscript{36} No-poaching agreements are more common for franchises in low-wage and high-turnover industries, and function as tools of monopsony to limit worker mobility.\textsuperscript{37} At the same time, the National Labor Relations Board made it easier for franchisor corporations to avoid joint employment duties to employees at franchised establishments.\textsuperscript{38} Workers at franchised establishments were allowed to fall through the cracks, prevented from effectively contesting the mechanisms suppressing their wages as employees under the National Labor Relations Act or under the antitrust laws.

Meanwhile, partnering with the FTC, the DOJ argued against the ability of ride-hailing drivers to bargain collectively with ride-hailing corporations\textsuperscript{39} while a few years later, the National Labor Relations Board\textsuperscript{40} and the Department of Labor made it easier for employers to misclassify drivers as independent contractors.\textsuperscript{41} As a result, these misclassified drivers were not only excluded from protection under wage and hour and laws, but also prevented from engaging in any concerted activity to improve their working conditions. They currently risk a treble-damage lawsuit should they seek to collectively improve their working conditions.

We live in an age of monopoly. Antitrust has an important role to play in protecting consumers, small businesses, and workers from monopoly power. To return balance to the economy, action
is urgently needed to disperse concentrated power and prevent the abuse of workers. In recent months, Congress and the executive branch have taken important steps in this direction.

The July Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy contains a great many positive components, including the directive to the USDA to consider issuing new rules under the Packers and Stockyards Act to combat buyer power in food supply chains, and the directive to the FTC to consider issuing rules banning non-compete clauses. The FTC should further consider using its Section 5 rulemaking powers to restrict the use of exclusionary contracts and other vertical restraints to control non-employee independent contractors, and to ban misclassification of employees as independent contractors.

Meanwhile, the package of bills that the House Judiciary Committee passed in June, addressed to competition issues posed by dominant tech platforms, are a vitally important start. However, since problems of economic concentration and coercive contracts extend well beyond tech platforms, general antitrust legislation is needed too. Such legislation should explicitly protect workers and suppliers from monopsony power, prevent judges from allowing wage suppression in the name of consumer welfare or balancing worker harms against consumer gains, expand the labor exemption from antitrust laws to independent contractors, and close loopholes allowing corporations to enjoy control without employment responsibilities through vertical restraints.

In particular, Congress should pass legislation to:

- Make it easier to block mergers that create buyer power in labor markets and supply chains, and break up corporations that currently have this power, by setting out clear, bright-line rules and definitions.
- Reduce the incentives to misclassify workers by extending the labor exemption to antitrust laws to all independent contractors.
- Ban noncompete and related coercive contracts.
- Protect the autonomy of small business and prevent corporations from reducing independent contractors to the status of virtual employees by reforming the treatment of vertical restraints under Leegin, State Oil, and Sylvania.
- Clarify definitions of employer and joint employer under labor and employment law to restore rights to workers denied their rights through misclassification and overly restrictive vertical restraints.

Thank you for your time.
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